Alcohol Tobacco Commission
Dan Steiner reviewed the agency’s responsibilities and alcohol-related issues as they pertain to college students.

House Rules Signs for the Bars
The group discussed the House Rules Sign, which will go up in all the bars and liquor stores that are members of the Campus/Community Bar Coalition. There will be some modifications to the sign, it will be sent out to the owners for their review, then the final version will be sent to the owners. The laminated signs will have the names of the participating establishments on it, will have a logo, and the rules.

Update on Tobacco Project
Brenda Shea, PSG President, talked about “Smoke Free Nights” projects with the bars and hopes to pilot the program at one bar one night a week. Missy Lewis, Purdue graduate student, is conducting a survey and will provide information to Brenda by the end of May.

Update on CityBus
Brenda Shea reported that the students would like to see more busses running during Grand Prix week. Sandy Monroe talked about the contract that Purdue has with CityBus and the possible limitations that may arise because of it. Sandy will let Brenda know once the information becomes available.
**Update on Grand Prix**  
Brenda Shea, PSG president, talked about the *Champions Make Choices* committee’s commitment during Grand Prix week. Ads will run that say, “You’re an ambassador of your school” to focus on responsible behavior. Brenda mentioned the concert and other Grand Alternative Activities that will occur during Grand Prix.

**Signing a Community Covenant**  
The group discussed the possibility of signing a Campus/Community/Bar Coalition Covenant. The covenant should be tailored to college-age people and would like the term “community” defined more clearly. The covenant will be signed by the bar/liquor store-owners, and the media will be informed once more progress has been made in this area. Dan St. John presented one idea for the Covenant—having a consistent set of acceptable identification pieces for admission to the bars. Tammy will prepare a covenant draft for the next meeting.

**Fake ID’s – Options, Issues, Legislation**  
John Copeland briefed the group on the recent arrests of two individuals who had been making fake IDs. This offense is now a felony with harsher punishments and fines. He also provided information on how to check the “new” fake IDs from Ohio, and also that IDs from Connecticut and New Jersey have surfaced. Some high school students recently admitted to using fake IDs. The group discussed whether the Alcohol Tobacco Commission could post current or recent problems with fake IDs at their website.

The group discussed the confiscation of IDs. They talked about the pros and cons of legislation. The owners would like to see birth dates added to the student IDs.

**Other Ideas/Suggestion**  
Chris Watson discussed the challenges he is facing with some student athletes who try to obtain admittance to his establishment. The group talked about ways he can get the information he needs to keep the under-21 athletes out of his bar. Tammy will follow up with him once she talks with Athletics.

**Next Meeting**  
The next meeting will be in September.